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1. Introduction:

Technical ancl Vocational Education in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province is subsidized

::md to a great extent depends on the government's budget allocation. This burden on

the national exchequer can be reduced if the expertise and resources of the institutions

arc- used on commercial basis by converting the institutions in to production-cum

servicc units. By doing this skill of the student will also enhance as they will get more

practical experience. This initiative will further improve Sustainable Development

Go.1ls (SDGs).

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Technical Education and Vocational Training Authority 

(KP-TEVTA) is therefore, converting some of its institutions into production-cum

scrvice units. This will not only bridge the gap between industry and academia, but will 

also produce skilled workforce as per market demand. Conversion will be made in a 

phase manner. 

2. Purpose:

The purpose of this SOP is to devise methodology and provide instructions for

commercial use of KP-TEVTA resources, expertise, services and various skill

capabilities like, Auto Mechanic, Beauty Therapy, Dress Making, Carpentry, Welding,

Pl um bing, Solar PY Designing, Maintenance and Installation etc. to enable KP-TEVT A

students gel more experience and reduce expenditure on training material. This besides

providing guidelines to the students and endow them with more hands on experience,

will also allow them to develop linbge with market and to have knowledge regarding

market based work requirement. Conversion into production units will bridge the gap

of skill mismatch between industry and ac.1dcmia and will be a step forward towards

sustainability of TVET Institutions.
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